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Dr. Agrios has transformed the trials and hardships of 
his own business and life experiences into a positive 
vision and important roadmap for the rest of us. After 
over three decades of research and thousands of 
people from all walks of life and ages, his discovery of 
a hidden law of nature allowed him to develop 
the "F.I.T." System to discover your true 
power for long-lasting results.

First you obtain FREEDOM by discovering 
your inborn trait that is stifling your 
growth professionally and personally. This 
unlocks your potential to take control and 
move into the second step where you’ll 
gain a powerful state of INFLUENCE to 
positively impact the world around you. 
Once you have the freedom and influence, 
the third step, TRANSFORMATION, 
allows highly effective and consistent 
behavioral patterns to emerge, 
empowering you to evolve into the leader 
you were born to be.

In an interview he'll explain how to:
Find the hidden inborn trait that's holding 
you back from the very success you seek.
How to make immediate strives with 
the "F.I.T." System in your daily routine.
Lead yourself first and watch others follow.

Story Ideas
1. Be"F.I.T." to Succeed - Tap into your unique
personal and professional power and create positive
outcomes affecting others around you.
2. Solve Any Workplace Conflict Immediately - Switch
any perceived threat into an advantage.
3. Have Them Say YES Before You Even Ask for the Sale
- 6 simple steps to explosive profits.
4. Increase Employee Performance Immediately -
What you think they need to increase productivity is
not necessarily what they truly need.
5. Unlock Your Block - Discover your inborn
combination for power, security and freedom.
6. Solve Any Business or Personal Problem with Ease -
Slice through any problem with this proven problem
solving blueprint.
7. Discover Your Inborn Leadership Trait - Be the role
model you were born to be.

Nationwide availability by arrangement based at the New Jersey Shore

BE "F.I.T." TO SUCCEED
Freedom - Influence - Transformation
Unleash Your Personal & Professional Power

How "F.I.T." Are You to Succeed?
Every Person Who Strides to be Successful  Is Always Looking for that Secret to 

Keep Them on the Cutting Edge. Is there really a hidden secret to becoming 

successful? Absolutely! The "F.I.T. " System reveals this secret in three simple steps.

CONTACT:



Dr. Philip Agrios is a sought-after Top Performance Specialist, best-selling author and 
speaker. He has over three decades of experience helping clients to lead their own 
professional and personal lives and achieve their ultimate success.  

Dr. Agrios’ own life and health challenges, from disabling health conditions which 
caused him to close his practice to financial ruin, prompted him to combine his life 
experience and clinical research of thousands of people from all walks of life and 
ages and develop the “F.I.T.” System – Be Fit to Succeed. It gives you the Freedom, 
Influence and Transformational skills influential leaders, effective decision makers 
and high impact performers use to positively affect the world around them. 

He shows others how to unlock a hidden inborn trait that is the secret to wealth, health 
and happiness.

PHONE NUMBER CALLING IN: 732-383-5410 (LANDLINE)
Only use for broadcasting

BACK UP PHONE NUMBER – 732-598-9917 (CELL)
Only use to contact him.

WEBSITE – www.BeFitToSucceed.com

BUSINESS PERSONAL

1. What is this hidden Inborn Trait you discovered?
2. How has it affected your life and others? Can you
give me examples?
3. How does the “F.I.T” System allow someone to lead 
effectively?
4. How many inborn traits are there?
5. Businesses thrive in profits when they follow
Nature’s 6-Step Blueprint.
6. Get out of your own way to boost productivity and
get your business out of the red.
7. Increase productivity immediately by taking a short
quiz to discover your Inborn Sabotaging Trait
and its Antidote.
8. 6-steps to immediately increase closing rates
quickly, so your customer asks you for the sale before
you do.
9. Increase an employee’s performance by knowing
their Inborn Sabotaging Trait and Antidote and
they will thank you for it.
10. Life’s One Law is groundbreaking information
that business owners worldwide are using to 
maximize profits, increase efficiency amongst staff
and happier and less stressful personal lives.

1. Self-sabotage is the best thing you can ever do for
yourself.
2. How a person can read their spouse’s mind and still
have a loving relationship.
3. Better life through horrible relationships. Solve any
relationship problem with this Proven 6-step Blueprint.
4. Change your mother-in-law without her knowing it.
5.Get along with your teenager without trying to be
their friend.
6. Why is it so important parents should know their
children's Inborn Sabotaging Trait?

7. This is behind your autoimmune flare-ups and no
medication or supplement will stop it.
8. Why being overweight is more advantageous than
being healthy.
9. Why the wrong person in your life is exactly what
you need to be successful.
10. Be on the best medications, supplements, eat
all the best foods, and if you forget this, then it just
goes down the toilet.

TALKING POINTS


